What People Say About Working With Me
“I've worked with Sarah for over five years on a number of nonfiction children's book series. She
is a pleasure to work with. Sarah consistently writes well-researched, well-written manuscripts
that carry a fun tone for kids. She is reliable, flexible, and creative. I would definitely recommend
Sarah.” —Rochelle Baltzer, Managing Editor at ABDO Publishing Group
“Sarah's energy knows no bounds! She is the kind of creative person who always has her hands
in several wildly different projects at once, to great success. She is a gifted writer and
collaborating with her is a pleasure. I thoroughly enjoyed working with her on countless
children's non-fiction books. She's a great feature writer too. She is professional, curious, and
always positive. I highly recommend Sarah Tieck.” —Deb Coldiron, Graphic Designer at Team
Effort, Inc.
“I have had the pleasure of working with Sarah for nearly 10 years. She is professional,
knowledgable, and detailed. She has written, edited, and concepted many of our most popular
books for our publishing company. I would highly recommend Sarah.” —Paul Abdo, Editor-inChief at ABDO Publishing Group
“Sarah Tieck is the kind of teacher whose love of the subject and creative, actionable tools stay
with you long after the course is done. She's so fun and enthusiastic that you can't wait to get to
class. When you're there, she inspires you to work hard and gives you the courage to edit,
improve and share that work. Sarah's publication expertise comes from current, real-world
experience. Her love of teaching comes from deep inside. If you're interested in writing and have
access to Sarah's classes, give yourself the lasting gift of a terrific teacher.” —Misha Jameson,
Loft Literary Center student
“My favorite thing about working with Sarah Tieck? She's so obviously delighted by language,
people and the process of discovery that it re-ignites my enthusiasm for the work -- making her
an excellent collaborative partner. I've worked with Sarah for many years on a variety of writing
and editing projects and I can always count on her to be warm, witty and attentive to deadlines.”
—Melissa Gilman, Editor & Communications Consultant
“Sarah

Tieck is a total pro. As a freelance writer, she is a frequent contributor to many of our
magazine and niche publication titles at Southwest Newspapers. She always offers compelling
story ideas and then delivers spot-on, engaging content. Plus, she's a joy to collaborate with on
assignments. Superb!” —Editor and Manager, Southwest Newspapers
“Sarah Tieck is a creative, thoughtful and professional writer. She is able to develop engaging
stories from her own ideas or based on an assigned topic. She is a great collaborator, teacher and
motivator to other writers, including her colleagues and her friends.” —Mandy Jackson, West
Coast Editor at Scrip Intelligence

